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The Wizard of Oz is one of the best-known and best-loved American stories, and yet the life of author L. 

Frank Baum is not well known. What drew you to this story, and why did you tell it from the point of 

view of his fierce, loyal, and independent wife, Maud Gage Baum?  

 

I’ve always been a fan of the 1939 Wizard of Oz movie, which I watched every single year when it 

came up for its annual showing on TV during my childhood, and I also read all of the Oz books as a 

child, but it had never occurred to me to wonder about the author and his life until I was reading the 

book to my son about six or seven years ago. As I was reading, I got the feeling that there was 

something wonderful and kind of subversive in The Wonderful Wizard of Oz—particularly in the 

female characters, the witches, and of course Dorothy—and so I started to wonder about the author. 

Who was he? Why was he only known for writing this single series? And where had he developed his 

unusual way of looking at the world?  

 

Out of curiosity, I looked him up, and that was when I realized that he was married to the daughter of 

one of the nineteenth century’s most outspoken advocates for the rights of women. Suddenly, I saw the 

story of The Wizard of Oz in a whole new light. But the story didn’t break open for me and demand to 

be written until I saw a picture of Maud Baum and Judy Garland together on the set of The Wizard of 

Oz. Maud was seventy-seven years old and had been the steward of the Oz legacy since before Judy 

was born, and Judy, who became a giant international icon, was just stepping into the role that would 

come to define her. What did the two of them talk about? I wondered. I realized that Maud, to whom 

the book was dedicated, had been the inspiration behind much of it, and had been able to work behind 

the scenes to leave her own imprint on the movie.  

 

You mention Maud’s mother, Matilda Joslyn Gage, who was a famous suffragette who worked 

alongside Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and yet she is not as well known. Why has her 

name been lost to history and how did she influence Maud?  

 

I have long had an interest in the late-nineteenth-century women reformers, and so I myself was 

surprised to learn what a towering figure Matilda Joslyn Gage was in her time. As president of the New 

York State Women’s Suffrage Association and editor of an influential newspaper called The National 

Citizen and Ballot Box, Gage was just as influential as her two close friends and colleagues Stanton 

and Anthony—but eventually there was a rift between Anthony and Gage, and Gage’s contributions 

were largely written out of history. And yet Matilda was a huge formative influence on her daughter 

Maud, and had a close relationship with her son-in-law Frank Baum, and so clearly Matilda’s ideas did 

in the end go on to have a tremendous impact, through the story that has been called “America’s first 

homegrown fairy tale.”  

 

Maud Gage dropped out of Cornell University to run away with a young Frank Baum. Why did she 

abandon the chance of an education that her mother had fought so hard to secure for her? What did she 

see in Frank? Because she was the daughter of a famous suffragist, Maud’s life was not always easy. 

She was subject to harassment at Cornell, first because she was one of a small number of female 

students, but, second, because she was known to be Matilda Gage’s daughter.  

 

When she met Frank, who was a cousin of her college roommate, there was an immediate and powerful 

connection—true love. But Frank was hardly a promising prospect. Seventh of nine children in a 

wealthy family, he had been coddled and indulged. When he took an interest in theater, his father built 
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him a theater and financed a touring company. But by the time Frank was in his early twenties, the 

family fortune was running out. For Maud to turn her back on the future that her mother had fought so 

hard to secure for her could not have been easy, but Frank offered the one thing that Maud wanted 

desperately—liberty.  

 

Their life on the road was gloriously free of the typical constraints of Victorian society. Unfortunately 

for Maud, Frank was many wonderful things—kind, whimsical, loving, enthusiastic—but he was not 

practical, and she was supremely so. In another era, Maud might have been the breadwinner and Frank 

the stay-at-home dad, but as it was, the family suffered time and time again from Frank’s inability to be 

practical. Very often, when you write about women in their true historical context, the temptation is to 

make them more modern and forward-thinking than they actually were, so it was wonderful to write 

about Maud and Matilda, who were in fact so modern in their outlooks. Frank Baum died in 1919, but 

Maud outlived him, and in 1939, when The Wizard of Oz was being filmed, she had a role as a 

consultant on the film. How involved was she really? Sometimes when researching a story, I come 

across something that strikes me as unusually poignant, and this was the case with the making of The 

Wizard of Oz movie.  

 

Frank Baum always had a fascination with gadgets. In the 1880s, he purchased an Eastman camera, one 

of the earliest portable film cameras, and took up photography when it was a brand-new phenomenon. 

Later, he guessed at the potential for moving pictures, actually putting on an Oz-themed production 

using hand-colored glass slides that is now remembered as an early precursor of cinema. Frank and 

Maud moved to Hollywood in 1910, when it was just a rural hamlet, and Frank became involved in the 

early film business, even founding a studio called the Oz Film Manufacturing Company, which was not 

a success. So I thought a lot about how Maud must have felt when everything that Frank had been able 

to imagine at last came to pass and The Wizard of Oz went into production at M-G-M, Hollywood’s 

premier movie studio. What a sense of duty she must have felt—to be alive to see his dream through.  

 

I think where the novelist really comes to the fore is in a situation like this. Maud acted as a consultant 

on the film, but little trace of that role remains, and so it was up to me to imagine and intuit how that 

went. I do believe that the reason the film was so fantastically successful was that they managed to 

capture the magical, whimsical essence that Baum wrote into the book.  

 

In your book, you write about the young Judy Garland and her relationship with Maud, as well as the 

often heartless treatment she suffered as a girl working in the studio system. How much do you know 

about their relationship, and were things really so tough for Judy?  

 

Judy Garland is truly one of the great movie stars of the twentieth century, and her role as Dorothy in 

The Wizard of Oz was the one that catapulted her to stardom. “Over the Rainbow” became her 

signature anthem, but heartbreakingly, Judy never found personal happiness in her own life, 

succumbing to drug addiction at the age of forty-seven, an addiction that started when she was a child 

actor plied with pills—what she called her “bolts and jolts”—by studio doctors. But during the filming 

of The Wizard of Oz, she was just a girl.  

 

Tremendous pressure was put upon her—the giant budget, the high stakes—and she was a child actress 

playing among seasoned adults. There was a refrain from “Over the Rainbow” that was eventually cut 

from the final movie, but an audio clip survives, and it is gut-wrenching to listen to as Judy sobs as she 

sings. Maud was not able to save Judy—but I do believe she would have done whatever she could have 

to help her, and that is the heart of the story.  

 



You’ve written nonfiction before. How much research did you do for this book, and how do you find 

fiction and nonfiction to be different?  

 

I’m a great lover of history and have written several nonfiction history books. But I also know that 

sometimes only fiction can get to the emotional truths of the past. To understand your characters and 

their place in the world, you have to dig into the historical record, but so much is left unsaid. You know 

where people went and what they did—it’s the novelist’s job to try to imagine how they felt about it.  

 

As an avid reader throughout my life, most of my most vivid impressions of history come from fiction, 

and this is the spirit that I tried to bring to this book. But there is something uncanny about immersing 

yourself in the lives of real people. Especially while writing this story, I always had the sense that 

Frank and Maud Baum were close to me—Frank Baum believed there were other worlds, separated 

from our own by just a flimsy veil, and all we needed to do was push aside that veil and we could see 

them, and that is a lot what it feels like to write fiction. There are times when you feel as if the 

characters are coming alive and telling you what to write. A week ago, I saw a beautiful rainbow that 

seemed to point straight down directly across the lake from the house where I was staying. One of my 

kids said, “I think Frank just stopped by,” and that’s just how it felt to me.  

 

What was it like writing about this period of time in American history? How did you do your research? 

What is your writing process like?  

 

Well, I have to say that I have always been fascinated with this period in American history, but when I 

decided to write this story, the first thing I did was plunge into the research and read everything I could 

find about Maud, Matilda, and Frank. When I was reading the excellent book The Annotated Wizard of 

Oz, by Michael Patrick Hearn, I was alerted to the connection between Baum’s depiction of Kansas and 

his sister-in-law Julia’s harsh experience on a Dakota homestead. This prompted me to seek out Julia’s 

handwritten diary of her homesteading days that was located in the State Historical Society of North 

Dakota. In order to bring the past alive, you have to immerse yourself in research, but the facts only tell 

part of the story, and so from there you have to allow the imagination to take flight.  

 

Which part of the story resonates with you the most?  

 

Before I became a writer, I had a career as a nurse-midwife, and so when I came across the fact that 

Maud Gage had suffered from severe peritonitis after the birth of her second child, it made a huge 

impression on me. Even today, with modern health care and antibiotics, peritoneal sepsis is a severe, 

life-threatening condition (though fortunately very rare). Given my background working in the field of 

maternal-child health and my own experience juggling a career with being the mother of four children, 

I was particularly attuned to how the experiences of childbirth and infant death would have had a 

profound impact on the lives of Maud and her family.  

 

What is it about The Wizard of Oz that gives it such an enduring appeal?  

 

One thing I discovered in writing this book is just how incredibly huge The Wizard of Oz was in its 

time. The only thing I could really compare in the modern time would be the Harry Potter 

phenomenon. The Wonderful Wizard of Oz spawned thirteen sequels written by Frank himself, followed 

by twenty-one more written by Ruth Plumly Thompson, the author appointed by Maud to continue the 

series. An original Oz book was published every year before Christmas between 1913 and 1942.  

Just a couple of years after its original publication, there was a massively popular Broadway play, and 

since then, the number of Oz spin-offs has been staggering. One hundred and twenty years after its 



original publication Baum’s imaginary world is still going strong.  

 

Now Oz permeates our culture in so many ways—you can scarcely read a newspaper, watch a TV 

show, or even have a conversation without an Oz reference being thrown in somewhere. Dorothy, the 

Wizard, the Scarecrow, the Lion, the Tin Man, and the Good and Wicked Witches have danced right off 

the page and earned enduring places in our collective imagination. It is one of our greatest cultural 

touchstones. To me, Maud and Frank have such an American story—they were hardworking dreamers 

who also faced hardships but eventually prevailed, and I think we all see ourselves in the Oz characters, 

and especially in Dorothy, who presented a courageous image of what a girl could hope to be.  


